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The Ultimate Training Officer
February 18-19th, 2020

Submit enrollment to:
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Registration form at

ILEAS

www.mtu13.com,

1701 E. Main

ecimlett@gmail.com

Urbana, Il.

Or call 217-345-3344

The Ultimate Training Officer is a two-day, officer safety based training program. This course identifies
the essential characteristics and skills necessary for improving the performance of new police officers. It
also enhances training, regardless of what model you’re using, it’s guaranteed to excel your training officers to a higher level. Training officers will leave with the tools to train essential skills that are frequently
not taught in basic FTO curriculum. The course is designed from more than 50 empirical resources and
collaboration from Subject Matter Experts (SME’s) throughout North America.
Rooted in our foundational belief that quality training should provide evidence-based, practical,
and immediately applicable tools for officer safety, the goals of this class are simple:
1. To identify the essential characteristics and skills necessary for improving the performance of
new police officers, with an emphasis on decision making under stress and officer safety.
2. To teach a new way of providing feedback that breaks with traditional feedback models and has
been proven to increase human performance.
3. To provide the tools to train officers in essential skills that are frequently not taught in basic
academy curriculum.

Observed Mandates Include:

Civil Rights
Cultural Competency
Procedural Justice
Constitutional and Proper Use of L/E Authority
Use of Force

Sergeant Jim Schlicher (Retired) has completed 25 years of Law
Enforcement with the Westmont Police Department, Illinois.
In his tenure at Westmont he had many opportunities which included 22 years in SWAT He retired from SWAT as the Team
Commander for a multi-jurisdictional Team responsible for the
protection of over 300,000 residents.
Jim retired as a patrol sergeant and had an array of responsibilities
including the field training program, department training, use of
force training, maintaining policies and procedures and the scheduling of the 42 employees. Jim also was the critical incident advisor to School District 201 and School District 60, where he developed, instituted and trained school
staff and students k-12 the Run, Hide Fight strategy for their school’s Active Shooter Policy. Jim
served three years as the school resource officer where he started several pro-active programs with the
students and the schools. He also had the opportunity to be assigned to the states narcotics unit where
he served for three years.
Jim obtained his Bachelor’s Degree from Illinois State University in Sports Medicine and his Master’s
Degree from Lewis University in Criminal Social Science. He Graduated from Northwestern University Center for Public Safety School of Police Staff and Command in 2009. Jim was awarded the Medal
of Valor from the DuPage County Hundred’s Club for the officer-involved shooting he was involved
on June 1, 2012. Jim has also recently graduated the highly regarded Force Science Institute. He continues to support the field of Public Safety working as a Firefighter and EMT for the Village of Clarendon Hills and instructs at the Suburban Law Enforcement Police Academy.

This course is funded by the Illinois Law Enforcement Training and Standards Board.

